Improving tactical in-flight decisions and fuel efficiency

Lido/eRouteManual Tracks
The new module “Tracks” represents a powerful add-on capability available for the windows-based Lido/eRouteManual. It visualizes a pre-compressed, filterable set of historical flight trajectories for a particular route, thereby improving flight crews’ situational awareness, and tactical decision making, and leading to significant fuel savings.

“The display of flown trajectories will support our crews to prepare even better for upcoming flight phases and enables them to ask for specific directs. We are happy to offer a real benefit to our crews with this intuitive functionality to improve pre-flight and in-flight decision making.” Tom Duddeck, Manager Fuel Efficiency, Deutsche Lufthansa AG

What Lido/eRouteManual Tracks is all about

• Advanced flight briefing and preparation
• Improved situational awareness and tactical decision making
• Awareness for viable departure and arrival routings
• Indication for Top-Of-Climb and Top-Of-Descend
• Trigger for viable DIRECT requests
• Increased fuel efficiency